MetalGate Massacre vol.6 – selection complete!
The moment has come! The registration phase of the sixth installment of bands playing
hard music contest MetalGate Massacre is definitely over and thus it is time to announce
the 12 bands that advanced to the basic leg.
If you follow MetalGate Massacre, then you are aware that given the strict contest rules, the
registration was this year completed by only 16 bands, whereby we had to alter the
contest format so that it makes sense. Thereby 12 bands move to the live rounds instead
of the usual 16. For more info about the changes in the current installment, visit the
official contest website.
The enrolled bands were as usual evaluated by a panel of jurors, lead by Derrick Green,
frontman of the Brazilian icon Sepultura, and further comprised of music journalists Michal
Husák and Ladislav Oliva and of Czech metal musicians, namely Vlasa, guitarist of Hypnos
and Six Degrees Of Separation, and Mára, frontman of F.O.B.
According to their verdict, the following bands shall clash in the basic rounds:
AGASSIZ, DENOI, DRUNK WITH PAIN, GUN ALCHEMY, LATEXJESUS,
MELTDOWN, NOTION DEEP, ONLY FOR LIFE, SCREAMING, SEPARATOR,
TERALODON and VANGUARD
Congrats!
However the fight is not over. On the contrary, it is just beginning. These brave 12 will now
have to compete for the votes of fans and jurors alike in the basic leg, and if they are
lucky, they will advance to the grand finale, wherein the final battle for the overall
victory in MetalGate Massacre vol.6 awaits them.
The first basic round takes place Thursday, November 21, 2016 in the Prague club
Modrá Vopice and shall witness the battle between AGASSIZ, DENOI, VANGUARD
and SEPARATOR! We begin at 20:00; doors at 19:00. Enrance is free as is usual on
MGM.
Come to support your favorites! See you there!
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